Deans' Council Agenda  
September 26, 2005  
2:30 pm

I. United Way – Ron Gaines

II. Update on Convocation – Five student speakers have been selected and there will be no main speaker.

III. Spring Schedule discussion:
   • Dr. Janda has put together a list of courses which seem to be outside of the standard scheduling format. Some of these may be typographical errors and some are perhaps special cases. Please look over the list in your area and correct with your chairs those that are reparable.
   • Tink Glenn has pointed out we have an ITV room empty at 8:00 on MWF. That is a prime time for concurrently enrolled students to take classes. She has identified a few that could be potentially moved into there from elsewhere on campus. The suggestion has also been made we restrict enrollment in the 8:00 section to concurrently enrolled students.

IV. Salary Plan – questions and answers
   • Now that you have had time to think about the plan and its implementation we will look at questions you have.

V. Computer security awareness
   • We will be looking into computer security across campus after some recent incidents.

VI. General Education Assessment activities
   • It became apparent at a meeting with LA chairs last week there is concern about the general education assessment approach – the volume of data required, timing, etc. This is a time for feedback.

VII. Around the table

Calendar:
   September 29, 3:00, Writing Across the Curriculum, Karen Youngblood and Mary Penick
   October 14-15, Alumni Weekend Events
   October 14, 10:00 Convocation
   October 15, Preview Day
   October 24, Cameron Village Dedication